Carnivals
Tonz of Fun offers a full Midway Carnival Games of Chance
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10x10’ Red and White Stripped Tents
Large Games of Chance for all ages
Carnival Game Attendants
Prizes – Please inquire
Games list include: (See below and ask about customizable games)

Basketball Shoot
Mini Golf Putt
Bean Bag Toss
Stand it
Money Wheel
Washer Game

Football Throw
Penny Pitch
Knockem’ Down
Tic Tac Toe Pan Game
Tip the Cartoon Character
Milk Cans

Related Carnival Services Includes:
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High Striker
Dunk Tank
Live Entertainers
Concessions

Baseball Toss
Ping Pong Bowl Toss
Ring Toss
Bushel Basket Toss
Fish Hook Throw

Ping Pong Fish Bowl

Mini Golf

Bushel Basket

Football Toss

Basketball Toss

Ring Toss

Money Wheel

Washer Throw

Milk Can

Fish Hook Throw

Penny Toss

Knock’em Down

Lg. Mini Golf

Bean Bag Toss
Tic Tac Toe
Baseball Throw

Cartoon Tip
Stand It

All of our games of chance are custom made to be played by all age groups. They are simple, fun and
challenging, providing fun for all ages. The following is a description by game. If you have an idea for a
game you do not see, please contact us!
Basketball Toss: Participants have a chance to make a basket with our table top game.
Mini Putt Put: We have two sizes and can be played on a table by rolling the golf ball by hand, or putting
traditionally on the ground with a golf club.
Bean Bag Toss: Toss bean bags into numbered holes for prizes.
Stand It: Go fish by trying to stand a weighted bottle using a modified fishing pole…
Money Wheel: A traditional game, place you marker on the laydown and see if the wheel stops on your
dollar amount.
Washer Game: Throw weighted, over-sized washer into one of three pockets to win a prize.
Football Throw: Be the quarterback by throwing a nerf football into any of our gridiron holes.
Penny Pitch: Another traditional games…throw real pennies onto a mine of targets.
Knock’em Down: Throw mini rubber balls, knocking down the wooden pegs off their stand.
Tic Tac Toe Pan Game: Toss a whiffle ball onto a multi-colored, multi-pocket surface to get the same color
or arrange the balls, three in a row.
Cartoon Tip: Throw a bean bag at a standing matrix of favorite cartoon dolls to knock them down in a
certain pattern.

Milk Cans: Another traditional favorite. Throw a ball towards the tiered, weighted milk cans and knock’em
off its stand.
Baseball Toss: Throw whiffle baseballs into the baseball diamond holes for points.
Ping Pong Bowl Toss: A combination of fish bowl and ping pongs, throw them into a tiered matrix of bowls.
Ring Toss: Throw either oversized rings or small rings onto a matrix of vertical multi-colored pegs.
Bushel Basket: Three tipped bushel baskets act as oversized mouths, try to get the softball to stay in the
basket with a light toss so it does not bounce out.
Fish Hook Throw: Hook the fish by tossing multi-colored rings onto a life-sized fish with horizontal pegs

